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ABORIST. 

 
We started our inspection over by the boundary with Roger Goldsmith’s property. From 
Church St we followed the line of the estate fence down to the corner where it meets the 
arable field boundary. The trees along Roger’s Boundary are predominately a mix of Scots 
pine and Corsican pine. All mature trees having a great deal of character and no major 
damage. Evidence of small dead branches here and there but these were considered natural 
wastage and did not considered to be any H&S threat. All these trees, interestingly, where 
growing Roger’s side of the estate fence and one could therefore pedantically argue not the 
responsibility of the PC? Just past the cricket pavilion are two stands of coppiced field maple. 
Both stands of field maple are stable and no threat to H&S. However, before they get too high 
it could be sensible to coppice again, only next time keep them trimmed down with regular 
volunteer action. 
   Continuing our survey, we arrived at the lower boundary where it meets the arable field. In 
this corner is a fine mature poplar (probably hybridised Black/White?) and dead field roller. 
This tree is showing signs of goat moth larvae attack at ground level but nothing as yet to 
destabilise the tree but worth keeping an eye upon. We continue along the field boundary in 
the direction of Sudbury Rd. The trees this side are well spaced and predominately mature 
sycamore. There is the odd dead branch high up in these mature trees but according to 
Graham nothing of real concern. Until that is, we reach the end of this boundary at Sudbury 
Rd. Just before the row of sycamore ends there is one tree with a large dead limb high up. 
Graham reports this should be dealt with ASAP. Proceeding to the corner with Sudbury Rd. 
we have a small group of trees: two beech and several more sycamore. Some of this stand 
has storm damage higher up but the trees remain stable and so not sufficient to trigger 
remedial work on H&S grounds, although we could consider the work on aesthetic grounds?? 
There is one bole within the stand that is well rotted and shows signs of woodpecker activity. 
It is a vertical bole with no extending branches and not deemed a major H&S threat? 
Therefore possibly best left for our local woodpecker residents to dine on and let nature take 
its course. 
   Turning at right angles here we follow the boundary as it follows the Sudbury Rd. Most trees 
along here are stable but for two notable exceptions. There is a mature horse chestnut along 
this line of trees showing considerable signs of Ganoderma fungal attack and a smaller tree 
of the same species that is suffering from bleeding bacterial canker. Graham suggested the 
cankerous tree should, along with the previously mentioned dead bough limb, be felled and 
lopped respectively ASAP. (cost £200.00) More of the Ganoderma attack later in this report. 
  Continuing along to pass the play equipment we come to the bus shelter corner. Here a 
stand of Scots and Corsican pine. Mature trees with no noticeable damage apart from the odd 
small dead branch due to natural wastage, as with their cousins along the boundary with 
Roger.  
   Walking the boundary with Church St. now, most trees are in good health with the exception 
of a further mature horse chestnut tree showing signs of Ganoderma fungal attack. Graham 
suggests visiting both this tree and the other with similar attack in May so as to ascertain by 
a visual inspection of the leaf cover the extent of the damage to the tree. At that time if 



necessary, Graham could fell both trees. (Rough estimate £500-600 per tree if he can leave 
timber on site cut as logs for local free firewood?) Finally approaching Roger’s boundary and 
the circuit now complete it was noted that our millennium oak has damage at ground level to 
its trunk. Probably strimmer or grass cutter damage. This damage is callousing over well and 
not thought life threatening to the tree. 
   In conclusion I would suggest we ask Graham to immediately undertake the bough removal 
and cankerous infected small tree removal for which he estimated a cost of £200.00 for both. 
I will meet with Graham in May to inspect the two horse chestnut trees suffering from 
Ganoderma. At that time, we can take advice regarding H&S of these trees and arrange for 
felling if necessary. Failing the imminent arrival of the coming storm which could deliver more 
damage and H&S issues for us, that concludes this report. 
Terry. 


